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A B S T R A C T   

It is believed that the near-α titanium alloy Ti-685 was the first to demonstrate dwell sensitive fatigue behaviour 
whilst under engineering service as a gas turbine fan disc material. New fatigue data, micro-textural charac-
terisation and fractography from a recent study which utilised remnant Ti-685 specimens originally manufac-
tured for previous laboratory campaigns based at Swansea dating back to the late 1980s are now reported. In 
isolation, the present results failed to demonstrate a significant dwell effect in either aligned or basketweave 
microstructural variants. On this occasion, the limited sensitivity to dwell loading was explained by the com-
bination of heat treatment artifacts and selection of a relatively small test specimen geometry. However, the 
present data were also reviewed in the context of the wider fatigue database generated by multiple studies over 
the past fifty years. In combination, stress-life (SN) curves defined the magnitude in applied peak stress necessary 
to demonstrate a dwell effect in this alloy. Ultimately, this facilitated a fundamental definition of dwell sensi-
tivity that is relevant to the engineering community.   

1. Introduction 

The phenomenon of “cold dwell fatigue” in titanium alloys was first 
recognised in the mid-1970s, the consequence of a series of in-service 
gas turbine fan disc failures [1]. The specific alloy under scrutiny at 
that time was Ti-685, a near α alloy specifically designed for aerospace 
applications. Originally intended for high pressure compressor opera-
tions, Ti-685 offered relatively superior creep performance when 
compared to competing alloys. This was the result of thermo-mechanical 
processing above the β transus designed to induce a coarse grained 
Widmanstätten or basketweave microstructure. It is presumed that en-
gineering selection was supported by traditional low cycle fatigue as-
sessments of the optimised basketweave variant. 

Fractography of the ex-service Ti-685 components invariably indi-
cated crack initiation from sub-surface locations in the thick sections of 
the disc bore [2]. The focal point of the initiation sites was marked by a 
crystallographic, quasi-cleavage facet, orientated near perpendicular to 
the local tensile stress axis. Similar features were later replicated in 
laboratory specimens. This combination of sub-surface initiation site 
plus facet orientation conflicts with traditional concepts for early stage 
fatigue crack initiation which invoke slip induced microscale damage at 
the material surface [3]. 

It was also recognised that should the rate of cooling through the 
beta transus be relatively slow then localised clusters of aligned α plates 
could form within a general basketweave microstructure. Resulting from 
thermal gradients and in-homogenous, localised strains, such micro-
structural variation remains a pertinent feature of thick section forged 
components including fan discs [4]. 

Investigations into the fan disc failures conducted in the United 
Kingdom, deliberately chose the aligned microstructural variant of Ti- 
685 for detailed mechanical assessment, culminating in a publication 
by Evans and Gostelow [5]. Crucially, in recognition of typical stress 
waveforms experienced during service, a clear reduction in fatigue 
strength was demonstrated in the laboratory when the loading cycle 
incorporated an extended hold at peak stress (in their case a hold time of 
5 min). Together with contemporary laboratory testing based in the 
United States of America [6] also employing an aligned Ti-685 variant, 
these publications were amongst the first to report such “dwell debits”. 

Subsequent research on Ti-685, heat treated to both basketweave 
and aligned microstructures, supplemented the fatigue database. This 
continued to demonstrate examples of the sub-surface, orthogonal facet, 
failure mechanism [7]. However, the volumes of material and number of 
available test specimens were limited and at that point in time focus was 
given to the influence of internal hydrogen content [8] and bi-axial 
stress states (tension–torsion loading). The latter encouraged the use 
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of a tubular, relatively thin-walled specimen design [7–13]. Conse-
quently, the number of individual specimens available to define stress- 
life (SN) behaviour under some specific combinations of microstruc-
ture and waveform was often restricted. 

Different studies on Ti-685 conducted by a range of authors have 
reported varying degrees of dwell sensitivity in both aligned and bas-
ketweave variants [5–13]. Greatest interest has been afforded to the 
aligned microstructure due to an inferior static and fatigue strength 
when compared to basketweave material. Collectively, the low cycle 
fatigue (LCF) data have shown inconsistencies in the measured fatigue 
strength whether tested under traditional cyclic or dwell waveforms. 
Reasons for such variation when evaluating dwell sensitive performance 
will be discussed later. 

The current testing campaign employed a batch of solid, plain cy-
lindrical test pieces held over from the Swansea based studies (originally 
conducted during the mid-eighties to late nineties). The intention was to 
generate SN curves under load controlled, cyclic and dwell waveforms, 
avoiding any complexities imposed by the use of tubular specimens and 
by accumulating an increased population of data points. It was hoped 
that this would help to establish a threshold level of applied peak stress 
for aligned and basketweave microstructures above which dwell 
behaviour was induced. Perhaps of greater importance, these threshold 
conditions should be considered in terms of fatigue lives, i.e., would any 
identified dwell sensitivity be of relevance to engineering components or 
purely offer scientific interest? The present findings, in combination 
with a review of previous similar studies, raise questions around the 
selection of test specimen geometry suitable for dwell fatigue assess-
ments in the laboratory and the source of representative materials. 

2. Experimental methods 

The Ti-685 material (Ti-6Al-5Zr-0.5Mo-0.2Si) employed for the 
present study was procured back in 1986, the basis for extensive pre-
vious research [7–13]. The 30 mm diameter hot rolled bar stock had 
been solution heat treated and cooled to room temperature to produce 
either an aligned (slow furnace cool) or basketweave (fast air cool) 
microstructure, originally described in [7]. After solution heat treatment 
and aging, the material was machined into mechanical test specimens 
and since stored in protective sleeving at ambient conditions for 
approximately thirty years prior to the current investigation. Monotonic 
strength properties generated for the two variants during the original 
investigation are listed in Table 1. The applied displacement rate was 1 
mm per minute. Although the yield strength data suggest identical 
properties, definition of this parameter from mechanical stress–strain 
curves can be prone to experimental and statistical error. The proof 

stress values, defined from an offset intercept construction technique, 
are probably more accurate and these demonstrated the superior static 
strength of the basketweave variant. 

In terms of applied fatigue waveforms, to compliment all previous 
Swansea investigations, the solid plain cylindrical specimens (gauge 
diameter 6 mm and length 12 mm) were subjected to low cycle fatigue 
tests under a load controlled 15 cpm “cyclic” or 2 min “dwell” waveform 
to induce ultimate fracture. The central axis of the solid specimens was 
coincident with the centre line of the original bar stock. All fatigue tests 
were performed at room temperature (controlled at 22 ◦C) with a 
common stress ratio of R = 0.1. The range of peak stress levels applied to 
individual specimens was chosen to generate fatigue lives up to a 
maximum of 105 cycles in each microstructure. No run out tests were 
generated from the present set of experiments. 

Optical inspection of the fractured specimens using the naked eye 
was often sufficient to distinguish the site of fatigue crack initiation as 
either surface or sub-surface. Higher magnification fractography was 
performed using a Keyence optical microscope and a Hitachi 3500 SEM. 
The Keyence system also allowed topographic assessment of the fracture 
surface, particularly useful for identifying the degree of bulk ductility, 
extent of circumferential shear lips and relationship between micro- 
scale quasi-cleavage facets and the immediate surrounding features. 

Electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) measurements employed 
an Oxford Instruments system supported by Aztec software, with the 
electron beam set at 20 kV and 0.9 µm step raster. Standard metallo-
graphic sections were prepared from material within the gauge sections 
of multiple post tested specimens (on various planes and well away from 
the fracture surfaces). An example of near exemplar aligned micro-
structure is presented in Fig. 1a viewed under electron microscopy. It 
became evident that an optimum Widmanstätten structure was not 
present throughout the basketweave variant. Indeed, Fig. 1b shows ev-
idence of aligned colonies within the field of view. EBSD measurements 
demonstrated that the aligned grains, when found in either host variant, 
contained extensive colonies of primary α laths, with limited variation in 
crystallographic orientation within any single grain, Fig. 1c. 

EBSD area scans were also taken directly from the fracture surface of 
selected specimens. Where quasi-cleavage facets were lying orthogonal 
to the tensile test axis, the specimen was tilted at 70◦ to the electron 
beam to enable successful indexing of the underlying hexagonal phase. 

3. Results 

3.1. LCF response 

Fatigue data specific to the two variants are presented in SN graph-
ical form. In each example, separate logarithmic best fit trend lines are 
superimposed to the cyclic and dwell datasets respectively, described by 
relevant formulae and reliability values. The aligned variant, Fig. 2, 
benefits from a greater number of individual test results, which helps 
better define two distinct regimes of fatigue response under the different 
waveforms. However, any dwell fatigue debit only becomes evident for 
specimens tested at the relatively high applied peak stress levels of 850 
MPa and above. At this level of stress the alloy is well above static yield 
and approaching the 0.2 % proof strength measured from this variant. 

The number of basketweave specimens available for testing was 
slightly more limited, Fig. 3. Whereas minimal scatter was noted 
amongst the cyclic sub-set, a relatively low reliability value for the dwell 
trend line was evident, reflecting the obvious degree of scatter. Despite 
the clear difference in the slopes of the cyclic and dwell trend lines 
superimposed on the data, only the dwell test conducted at the topmost 
peak stress of 950 MPa displayed an obvious knock down in perfor-
mance. Again, the stress levels employed at the elevated extreme of the 
SN curve are comparable to the static proof strength of this variant. 

Nomenclature 

α hexagonal close packed alpha phase 
β body centred beta phase 
EBSD electron back scattered diffraction 
LCF low cycle fatigue 
MTR microstructurally textured region 
QCF quasi-cleavage facet 
SEM scanning electron microscopy 
SN stress-life  

Table 1 
Monotonic strength data.   

Eng. 0.2 % σproof [ MPa] Eng. σYS [MPa] 

Basketweave 916 765 
Aligned 891 765  
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3.2. Fractography 

Detailed attention was paid to the precise locations and form of crack 
initiation in all specimens. Distinct differences were noted according to 
the relative magnitudes of peak stress applied to the individual speci-
mens but largely independent of the microstructural variant. Typical 
examples of fatigue fracture are illustrated for the two stress regimes. 

Referring back to the fatigue data illustrated in Fig. 2, any aligned 
variant specimens that illustrated a dwell debit (i.e. applied peak stress 
levels above 850 MPa) displayed a highly ductile fracture appearance. 
The cross-section was necked and widespread plastic deformation was 
evident on the gauge surface (an “orange peel” appearance) to either 
side of the fracture plane, Fig. 4. In this specific example the gauge 
diameter was reduced by approximately 10 % on the plane of fracture. 
The fracture surface exposed the relatively coarse grain nature of the 
variant, traversing numerous aligned colonies on the macro-scale, Fig. 5, 
together with microscale ductile tearing, Fig. 6. No obvious crack 
initiation sites could be discerned in specimens tested at 850 MPa and 
above. Basketweave specimens tested under relatively high stress con-
ditions also produced ductile fracture surfaces, again without displaying 
an obvious crack initiation site. Fig. 7 presents the specimen tested at 
950 MPa which failed after 108 dwell cycles. Prominent shear lips had 
formed around the entire gauge periphery. 

In contrast, specific sites of fatigue crack initiation were evident in 
both microstructures when tested under relatively low applied stresses. 

Fractographic inspections of the entire specimen population confirmed 
that examples of surface and sub-surface crack initiation were generated 
irrespective of loading waveform, again in both microstructures. Mul-
tiple initiation sites were common, particularly in cases where sub- 
surface initiation prevailed. 

Fig. 8 acts as an exemplar that sub-surface initiation may occur even 
under the cyclic waveform. This aligned specimen was tested at 800 MPa 
with failure occurring after 8,562 cycles. A highly reflective, broadly “T” 
shaped facet had been detected under optical microscopy. Under sub-
sequent SEM view this specific feature appears relatively dark and sur-
rounded by brighter facets containing distinct fan-like, river markings, 
Fig. 8. Careful manipulation of the fracture surface suggested the sur-
rounding facets to be inclined and this was confirmed using topographic 
imaging, Fig. 9. This facet was tilted to 70◦ within the SEM chamber and 
was subjected to EBSD measurement directly from the fracture surface, 
confirming that the crystallographic orientation of the α phase micro-
structure, contained within the bounds of the facet, was predominantly 
basal, Fig. 10. 

The aligned variant specimen tested under the dwell waveform at an 
equivalent stress level of 800 MPa also illustrated sub-surface initiation, 
Fig. 11. Again, the relatively flat, quasi-cleavage region representing the 
site of crack initiation lay approximately orthogonal to the applied 
tensile axis. At increased magnifications the underlying aligned α lath 
boundaries could be seen outcropping across the facet surface. EBSD 
measurements taken directly from the facet indicated a preference for 
these laths to fracture across their coincident basal planes (highlighted 
in red). The lack of any indexing from material surrounding the facet 
suggests the presence of α colonies with inclined basal orientations (i.e., 
the exposed surfaces are not suitably orientated at 70◦ to the electron 
beam to support HCP indexing). 

Sub-surface initiation was often suspected in many specimens sub-
jected to the lowest stress conditions, given an absence of distinct, single 
initiation sites. Instead, a widespread distribution of bright facetted 
features was noted across the interior regions (each facet lying orthog-
onal to the tensile axis) when viewed by eye or under low magnification 
optical microscopy. The example in Fig. 12 was taken from the lowest 
stress/longest life cyclic test on the basketweave variant (725 MPa, 
94,632 cycles). Under SEM inspection facets displayed well defined river 
marks, Fig. 13a, and when viewed under higher magnification revealed 
the traces of aligned α laths outcropping at the surface, Fig. 13b. 

4. Discussion 

The outcomes of the present study will be discussed before consid-
ering their wider relevance to the assessment of dwell sensitive behav-
iour in titanium alloys. A definition of “engineering relevant” dwell 
fatigue will be proposed and the role of specimen volume/geometry plus 
material source will be highlighted as key factors when designing lab-
oratory studies intended for characterisation of the phenomenon. 

4.1. Present findings 

Considering LCF performance, the fundamental SN data presented in 
Figs. 2 and 3 clearly demonstrate a superior fatigue strength for the 
basketweave variant over the aligned counterpart. This is consistent 
with their respective static properties and previous fatigue studies 
[6–11]. This was irrespective of the fact that the basketweave material 
contained distributed regions of α lath alignment due to restricted 
cooling at the centre of the bar stock. The relative difference in fatigue 
strength, for example measured at a fatigue life of 104 cycles, was 
approximately 40 MPa. 

Academia based studies are often restricted in the volume of material 
available for fatigue testing by cost implications. Where studies are 
sponsored by engine manufacturers, the extraction of specimens from 
forged components can be limited due to restrictions imposed by disc 
geometry. When conducting a cold dwell based LCF assessment, the time 

Fig. 1. Typical microstructures: a) aligned (SEM image); b) basketweave (op-
tical image); c) aligned grains characterised via EBSD. 
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required to perform dwell tests with a 2 min hold (or greater) at peak 
stress can also prohibit the number of data points generated to define the 
dwell SN curve within an acceptable timescale. 

Based on a search of open literature, few laboratories have reported 
fatigue lives for isothermal, room temperature, dwell tests much beyond 
20,000 cycles when utilising a dwell time of 2 min or greater. In the case 
of Ti 685, the longest dwell test reported appears to be that performed by 
Hall and Eylon [6] to an approximate life of 43,200 cycles (at 5 min hold 
this single test represents ~150 days of loading). Sinha and co-workers 
[14] characterised failure in one test that accrued ~45,000 during an 
assessment of Ti-6246. This laboratory generated what could be the 

Fig. 2. Fatigue data measured from aligned specimens. (static yield strength and 0.2% proof strength for this variant are indicated).  

Fig. 3. Fatigue data measured from basketweave specimens. (static yield strength and 0.2% proof strength for this variant are indicated).  

Fig. 4. Evidence of plasticity along the external gauge surface of an aligned 
specimen tested in the high stress regime (dwell waveform, 850 MPa, Nf =

226 cycles). 
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longest dwell test reported in terms of load reversals, on a Ti 834 
specimen which achieved 47,297 cycles (at 2 min hold a single test ran 
for approximately 67 days [15]). The restrictions imposed by such time/ 

cost issues must be accepted when judging the appropriate number of SN 
data points required to evaluate dwell sensitive fatigue performance out 
to very high fatigue lives. 

As a result of this campaign, the increased number of Ti 685 speci-
mens now available to define LCF performance has helped to define 
more accurate SN curves. Separate logarithmic best fit trend lines were 
defined for the cyclic and dwell datasets in both variants, with the 

Fig. 5. Aligned variant, fracture surface exposing relatively large grain size and 
aligned colonies. 

Fig. 6. Aligned variant, fracture surface illustrating region of ductile micro-
scale tearing. 

Fig. 7. Basketweave variant, tested under dwell at 950 MPa (Nf = 108 cycles).  

Fig. 8. Aligned variant, orthogonal “T shaped” facet (central dark area boun-
ded by red line) at sub-surface initiation site, fracture under cyclic loading at 
800 MPa (8,562 cycles). 

Fig. 9. Topography surrounding the sub-surface facet from Fig. 8.  

Fig. 10. EBSD measurements taken directly from the facet illustrated in Fig. 8 
(fracture surface tilted at 70◦ to the electron beam). 
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relevant formulae and reliability (r2) figures superimposed on Figs, 2 
and 3. The reliability values are extremely close to unity for three of the 
individual sub-sets (indicating minimal fatigue scatter), with the 
exception being the basketweave dwell data with a r2 value of 0.64, 
reflecting the greatest degree of experimental scatter amongst this 
particular variant/waveform combination. 

The trend lines together with direct comparisons between tests per-
formed at identical applied peak stress conditions help to define in-
stances of “dwell debit”, i.e., where the dwell test failed under a lower 
number of stress reversals compared to the equivalent cyclic test. A 
marked dwell debit was only displayed in the basketweave variant under 
the highest-most peak stress test condition of 950 MPa, Fig. 3. This 
specimen survived as few as 108 cycles. It is interesting to note that an 
attempt to run a test at 50 MPa above this level actually failed during the 
first loading cycle. This emphasises the very high levels of applied stress 
necessary to induce a dwell effect in this variant during the present 
study. These stress levels certainly exceed the proof strength of the 
variant and time dependent, room temperature “cold creep” would be 
prevalent during the individual dwell periods at such conditions [16]. 
Engineering components would not be designed to operate under such 
high stress environments. 

On this occasion, the aligned variant possibly presents a more 
compelling case for dwell sensitivity, Fig. 2. When compared to the best 
fit trend line drawn through the cyclic data, three specimens tested at 
850 MPa and above all failed at lives approaching one order of magni-
tude lower. However, the applied stresses necessary to induce this dwell 
debit were once again substantial relative to static properties. 

Fig. 14 combines the best fit trends measured from aligned and 
basketweave specimens to visualise and emphasise the effect of micro-
structure on fatigue strength. The SN space between the extremes of 
aligned and basketweave performance have been shaded for the dwell 
and cyclic conditions (in red and blue) respectively. It appears 

Fig. 11. SEM imaging of sub-surface, orthogonal, quasi-cleavage faceting in an 
aligned specimen tested at 800 MPa under the dwell waveform. Plan view (top) 
and inclined to allow direct EBSD measurement from the facet surface (bottom). 

Fig. 12. Basketweave variant, sub-surface distribution of bright facets under 
optical inspection (725 MPa, 94,632 cycles). 

Fig. 13. Basketweave variant, failure under cyclic waveform at 750 MPa 
(52,221 cycles). a) SEM inspection of a facet illustrating fan like river marks; b) 
high magnification SEM image showing the exposed traces of aligned α laths. 
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reasonable to assume that fatigue performance for intermediate micro-
structures falling within these optimised extremes (i.e., increasing vol-
ume fraction of alignment within a general Widmanstätten 
microstructure) would be matched by a progressive change in fatigue 
strength between these bounds. It also becomes apparent that due to the 
low slope in the SN curve defining dwell behaviour, the potential for 
high scatter in fatigue life to failure between multiple or repeat tests at 
any specific applied stress condition is significant. 

It is certainly the case that for the fatigue life regime greater than 104 

cycles, where greatest engineering interests would lie, the present 
evaluation employing hot rolled bar stock material has failed to char-
acterise any degree of dwell sensitivity in either microstructural variant. 
Indeed, it could be argued that any sensitivity defined by the present 
study constitutes “scientific interest” only. Future assessments may wish 
to adopt the proposed definition of “engineering relevant dwell sensi-
tivity”, i.e. only deem an alloy to be prone to dwell if life debits are 
measured for cyclic lives of 104 cycles or greater. 

Both microstructural variants demonstrated highly ductile, shear 
dominated failures in specimens tested at the relatively high stress / 
short life test conditions - irrespective of waveform, Figs. 4 to 7. Despite 
the limited number of slip systems available in α phase titanium crystals 
[17Williams] it was apparent from simple optical inspections that many 
grains within these specimens had exceeded a critical value of resolved 
shear stress. On this occasion, bulk cyclic strain accumulation was not 
monitored from the individual specimens. However, previous studies 
from this laboratory have reported such data [e.g. 7,9,10,16]] and it has 
been demonstrated that:  

• aligned specimens accumulate greater strain than basketweave 
(when subjected to an identical applied peak stress), 

• failure strains under dwell loading exceed those under cyclic wave-
forms, and  

• the magnitudes of strain accumulated at failure increase with applied 
stress levels. 

Based upon machine stroke data available from the current matrix of 
tests, we are confident that similar bulk plastic behaviour was again 
evident. At relatively high magnitudes of applied stress, bulk plasticity 

or “cold creep”, appears to dominate fracture behaviour and specimens 
ultimately fail through a ductile shear mechanism, revealing no distinct 
site of crack initiation. 

Quasi-cleavage facets marking the epicentre of crack initiation 
events were most obvious on the fracture surfaces of specimens tested at 
relatively low applied stress levels. These low stress tests accumulate 
relatively less bulk cyclic strain irrespective of waveform or micro-
structure. Examples of facets orientated orthogonal to the tensile stress 
axis were common in the aligned variant. Examples are illustrated in 
Figs. 8 and 11, notably generated under cyclic and dwell waveforms 
respectively. EBSD measurements illustrated that such facets traversed 
colonies of aligned α laths with coincident basal planes, Figs. 10 and 11. 
Neighbouring colonies or grains that immediately surround the facet 
were apparently orientated with their basal planes inclined to the tensile 
axis, therefore more favourably orientated for slip. Hence, the micro-
structure and associated textures of the two examples of quasi-cleavage 
faceting presented here were consistent with the modified Stroh 
“strong–weak” neighbour model for facet formation [17]. Modified by 
Evans and Bache [9] the model invokes differences in the time depen-
dent flow properties of neighbouring grains. 

As the peak stress levels applied to individual specimens decreases (i. 
e. towards the lower end of the SN curves), so does the number of grains 
favourably orientated to exceed the critical resolved shear stress on in-
clined basal planes. Subsequently, the probability that juxtaposed 
“weak-strong” grain pairings exist is also reduced. Together with the 
absence of general plasticity in the surrounding material, quasi-cleavage 
facet initiated failures become more apparent under low stresses. 

Evidence from numerous alloys and varying thermo-mechanical 
products have since demonstrated that MTRs of common orientation 
can also induce significant dwell fatigue failures with clusters of facets 
distributed over relatively large areas [15,18,19]. Under the current 
scenario, it is argued that colonies of aligned α laths, with each lath 
having the same crystallographic orientation, essentially constitute a 
form of MTR. In this fashion, the colonies can act as a single effective 
structural unit of considerable size (over 500 μm in cross section). 
Notably, aligned colonies existing within the basketweave variant often 
appeared to act as crack initiation sites, Figs. 12 and 13. In the context of 
the Evans-Bache faceting model, any aligned regions will offer an 

Fig. 14. Relative LCF performance due to extremes of aligned and basketweave microstructures.  
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increased slip band length, encouraging dislocation pile ups at the 
neighbouring grain boundary and increasing the magnitudes of shear 
and tensile stress locally redistributed onto the strong grain. 

4.2. Specimen geometry and volume 

Selecting the optimum ratio between specimen size and effective 
structural units appears to be a critical concern during the design of 
experiments intended to characterise dwell sensitivity. At first sight, the 
resistance to dwell sensitivity currently demonstrated in the basket-
weave variant appears inconsistent with previous findings [7–11]. One 
reason behind this could be the scale of the solid specimen currently 
employed. The inherently large grain size of Ti-685, whether processed 
into an aligned or basketweave microstructure, has been demonstrated, 
Fig. 1. The volume of critically stressed material within the gauge of the 
6 mm diameter solid specimens was 340 mm3. If accepted that dwell 
behaviour is intimately related to specific crystallographic entities of-
fering “weak links” (i.e., intimate neighbours of strong and weak grains 
or colonies) the probability of sampling such combinations is reduced 
when employing a small specimen design. 

It is interesting, therefore, to compare the current data to a very 
limited dataset reported in [9], representing cyclic and dwell tests per-
formed on the same aligned material using a larger, solid specimen ge-
ometry (9 mm diameter, gauge volume 1590 mm3). Referring to Fig. 15, 
the 9 mm solid specimen data correlate extremely well under the cyclic 
waveform. However, under dwell, although the highest stress test con-
ducted at 850 MPa compares well with the present dwell trend, a slightly 
weaker response was indicated at the relatively low stress regime. The 
minor extent of the dwell debit measured at 750 MPa (x2) probably 
influenced the conclusion stated in [12] that the aligned variant was 
insensitive to dwell. This also illustrates that some interpretations of 
previous Ti-685 studies relied on a minimal number of fatigue data 
points in some instances. In any case, the 9 mm database demonstrates a 
dwell debit in the regime that encroaches that of engineering 
significance. 

Finally, when considering specimen geometry, the data plotted in 
Fig. 16, again taken from reference [9], confirms an overall, relatively 
weaker response measured from tubular specimens (with 6 mm inner 

and 9 mm outer diameter) in the aligned variant, when subjected to uni- 
axial tensile fatigue cycles and compared to the present 6 mm solid 
database. Notably, referring back to Fig. 1, the tubular specimens could 
be sampling a very small number of grains within the 1.5 mm wall 
section. 

4.3. Material source 

It has been argued that the present investigation failed to detect a 
dwell effect in Ti-685 of engineering relevance. This is in sharp contrast 
with early assessments published by [5,6] in the immediate aftermath of 
the reported Ti-685 fan disc failures. Data from aligned [5] or “large 
colony” [6] specimens are superimposed on the present aligned best fit 
trend lines in Fig. 17. Note the data points from [5,6] have been digitised 
from the original publications. Three points were deliberately ignored 
from [5] to omit any run out tests or where the same specimen had been 
tested at two different stress conditions. In the case of [6], one dwell test 
and one cyclic test were ignored, relating to failures deemed to initiate 
from specific “forging defects” (porosity). Notably, all data represented 
on Fig. 17 were generated from similar sized solid, plain specimens (i.e. 
diameters ranging from 6.0 to 6.5 mm). 

Eylon and Hall [6] measured the greatest difference between cyclic 
and dwell waveforms. Employing a five minute dwell period, comparing 
tests at a common applied peak stress of 830 MPa, an unprecedented 
dwell debit of approximately two orders of magnitude was noted. Their 
cyclic data appear to demonstrate a distinctly strong fatigue response, 
but this may be explained in part by the fact that their experiments were 
performed at an elevated mean stress condition (R = 0.3) and the data 
are presented here on a peak stress basis. In comparison the dwell debit 
illustrated by Evans and Gostelow, although considerable, was less (a 
factor of approximately 16 was quoted). 

However, vital differences in the source materials are noted across 
the combined studies illustrated by Fig. 17. Eylon and Hall extracted 
specimens from an actual fan disc forging, deliberately sampling regions 
containing as forged, aligned microstructure. In contrast, Evans and 
Gostelow employed small section, rectilinear forged bar subject to a low 
degree of hot work [20] which was subsequently solution heat treated 
under vacuum to provide the aligned variant. Unfortunately, prior to the 

Fig. 15. Effects on LCF performance due to solid specimen size (data points from [9]).  
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advent of EBSD, texture measurements were not available from either 
study, therefore precise details of the micro-texture in these materials 
are not reported. The source material for the present study, being hot 
rolled, small diameter, round bar stock, would have received greatest 
thermo-mechanical work. The recent EBSD measurements taken from 
our aligned specimens have indicated variations in α phase orientation 
from grain to grain but no obvious multi-grain MTRs were detected. 

As an aside, the vacuum heat treatment applied to the bar stock 
employed by Evans and Gostelow [5] virtually reduced the internal 
hydrogen content of their alloy to zero (quoted at < 10 ppm). Despite 
this a significant dwell effect was noted. Given this information, together 

with the findings from subsequent studies where hydrogen contents 
were deliberately varied through vacuum heat treatment and re- 
charging [11,21], it is difficult to imagine how hydrides can be 
responsible for dwell behaviour. 

So it is clear that the source of Ti-685 material can affect LCF per-
formance in general and dwell sensitivity in particular. This also reads 
across to other titanium alloys. A similar effect was reported from this 
laboratory when characterising the fatigue behaviour of Ti 834. Hot 
rolled bar again failed to illustrate any apparent dwell debit in stark 
contrast to forged disc material [15]. Subsequent EBSD measurements 
illustrated greater texture and the presence of MTRs within the forged Ti 

Fig. 16. Effect on LCF performance due to specimen geometry (data points from [9]).  

Fig. 17. Dwell sensitivity in varying forms of Ti-685 reported by different authors.  
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834 disc variant [19]. More recently, studies based on forgings with 
inhomogeneous microstructures have clearly identified dwell sensitivity 
in Ti 6Al 4 V [22,23] following a well-publicised service incident [24]. It 
must now be concluded that hot rolled bar stock materials are not 
appropriate for the prediction of dwell sensitivity in large scale forged 
components. 

5. Conclusions 

The following high level conclusions are drawn from the present 
research when considered in parallel with previous studies on Ti-685:  

1. A definition for “engineering relevant dwell sensitivity” has been 
proposed, with fatigue lives < 104 cycles representing scientific in-
terest only.  

2. During the present investigation, utilising 6 mm diameter solid 
specimens, Ti-685 fatigue strength was sensitive to microstructure, 
with the basketweave variant displaying superior fatigue strength 
compared to aligned material. No engineering relevant dwell sensi-
tivity was displayed by either the aligned or basketweave variants.  

3. In contrast, previous testing conducted in this laboratory employing 
solid 9 mm diameter specimens has displayed a marginal dwell debit 
in this alloy at lives approximating 104 cycles. Specimen size or 
critically stressed volume in relation to microstructural features ap-
pears to affect LCF response. 

4. Across the wider literature, Ti-685 has been shown to be dwell sen-
sitive in fatigue regimes of interest to engineering components (Nf >

104), emphasising that the precise thermo-mechanical form under 
assessment is important when predicting dwell behaviour in engi-
neering components.  

5. In the context of “weak-strong” grain models to describe quasi- 
cleavage facet formation, colonies of α lath alignment can increase 
the local, coherent, slip band length and therefore the magnitudes of 
shear and tensile stress induced in the neighbouring strong grain.  

6. Sub-surface fatigue crack initiation was widely detected in this alloy. 
This was not restricted to dwell loading scenarios or any specific 
microstructure. 
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